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Thursday, September 1, 2016. Brake

lights are coming on over the next two weeks.
Trickster Mercury is now Retrograde and
appearing to back up in the heavens—delays
and confusion in one area of your life are
most likely now. Realistic Saturn will square/
challenge idealist Neptune next week and that
energy is also with us now. Caution lights are
up today as a Solar Eclipse and New Moon
in Virgo becomes exact at 4:03 am CDT early
Thursday morning. This New Moon opposes
dreamy Neptune and squares grumpy Saturn
at 6:33 am. Luna squares Mars at 1:39 pm
but trines Pluto at 3 pm and that’s the kiss of
the day. The Sun squares Saturn at 10:22 pm
Thursday night. Pull back today and stay out
of the line of fire today. Eclipses are the most
powerful lunations. This one sits on the Saturn
Neptune square. New Moons tell us to plant
seeds. But be careful what you begin/plant
over the next two weeks. Is it a rose, or poison
ivy? As times change.
H
Friday, September 2. Mixed signals. The
Sun lines up exactly opposite dreamy Neptune
at 11:38 am CDT Friday morning. Forty minutes later clever Retrograde Mercury meets
optimistic Jupiter in the heavens. This last
pair has great potential. But stick to the facts.
Neptune is idealistic and can be deceitful.
Jupiter brings an optimistic, devil may care,
attitude to our thinking. The best hours of the
day follow as the Moon meets both Mercury
and lucky Jupiter at 5:13 pm Friday afternoon.
Luna turns Void of Course a minute later until
she enters peaceful Libra at 7:55 pm Friday
evening. Quiet hours follow.
THE WEEKEND: Easygoing. With two
reservations. Mercury is Retrograde now and
until the 21st. So double-check the details
and simplify plans as much as possible this
weekend. Also be certain to observe all safety
precautions as the Saturn Neptune square brings
an accident prone time around water, Neptune’s
home. That said, the rest of the Skywatch on
Saturday is mellow. The Moon meets sweet
Venus in the heavens at 6:30 am CDT and
then sails out into calm seas. Luna sextiles
or harmonizes with dependable Saturn at
3:55 pm and clear skies follow until the Moon
squares grouchy Pluto at 1:39 am early Sunday
morning.
The Moon continues her run though gentle
Libra on Sunday. After squaring Pluto she sextiles Mars at 3:13 am and travels on to oppose
unpredictable Uranus at 7:30 pm. Luna turns
Void of Course a minute later until she enters
Scorpio Monday morning. As times change.
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Monday, September 5 . Very quiet.

The Moon enters intense Scorpio at 7:38 am
CDT ending the Void of Course cycle from
last evening. Green lights are up as she sails
out into calm seas for the rest of the day and
night—a somewhat rare day this is. It is a
good one for thinking and reviewing your
ideas as that’s how we use the energy of Mercury Retrograde to our advantage. Scorpio
energy brings the emotional side of things
to the discussions we have today—reviewing
feelings from the past also opens the door
to positive changes—all Retrograde cycles
tend to bring matters of the past back into our
lives, hopefully to heal, forget and forgive.
As times change.
H
Tuesday, September 6. Green lights.
Here’s a good day for important appointments, calls and travel. The Moon trines
psychic dream maker Neptune at 4:46 am
CDT early Tuesday morning and then sails
out into calm seas. Two sextiles show up
early this afternoon; sextiles bring good
time to follow a new opportunity or to push
new ideas into the discussion. Luna sextiles
the Sun at 1:06 pm, and then sextiles healing
Pluto at 2:01 pm. These are good times to take
action and to ask for what you want. More
good energy fills the Skywatch this evening
as the Sun lines up in a trine to Pluto just
after midnight. Minor miracles, solutions
and powerful encounters always follow
Pluto around—reach out Tuesday night. As
times change.
H
Wednesday, September 7 . Get an
early start. The Skywatch is excellent this
morning—green lights are up. Sweet Venus
makes a sextile to practical Saturn at 6:34 am
CDT this morning—the good vibes here
will reach out into the first contacts you
have today. Plus the Moon sextiles clever
Mercury at 11:38 am. Yes, Mercury is still
Retrograde—double-check the critical details
as errors are more likely, but go ahead and
make the important call then. Evening hours
have a pleasant sextile between the Moon and
generous Jupiter at 7:43 pm. Luna then turns
Void of Course until she enters Sagittarius at
8:20 pm. A splash of upbeat energy follows—
you might stay up late tonight.
If your birthday is this week (Sept 4–10),
you are going to get tested in the months
ahead, Virgo. The Saturn Neptune square
sitting in the heavens now becomes a part of
your new Solar Return. Saturn is a realistic
guy. Neptune is Johnny Depp and can’t be
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depended on to come through when he sits
in a challenging square. And with Mercury
Retrograde in this chart of your new year, it
is critical that you take your time and carefully analyze your moves and the possibilities
before you take action. You have a wonderful trine to your Sun from Pluto in this new
SR. This usually means the boss likes you
and wants more of your work. Yes, yes, yes.
And sweet Venus is in Libra, her home sign,
in your new SR. She will help you clean up
your act and maybe introduce you to someone
unusually important, if you will take time off
work to go look, Virgo. The outcome is up to
you; be shrewd and you can avoid the pitfalls
and enjoy a banner year. As times change.
H
Thursday, September 8 . Strange. A
powerful square that has been around—first
exact last Thanksgiving—now takes the
stage for the last curtain call. Practical Saturn makes a challenging square to idealistic
Neptune this Saturday morning. Vibes will
be strange, confused, dialed out—people and
events may not be what they seem in the face
of this square, especially with Mercury now
Retrograde. Neptune rules your sleep and
dreams, drugs, booze, deception and is likely
to cloud the issue and inspire some folks to
escape and avoid their responsibilities—Saturn. For most of us, this is not a good time to
make major decisions or purchases or to let
fear take hold when things are going along
quite well. This square has a negative, fearful,
cynical side—the political arena has certainly
delivered this message to us while in power.
Tackle the hard jobs first thing Thursday
morning as the Moon in optimistic Sagittarius motors through calm waters. The Moon
meets up with the Saturn Neptune square at
5:21 pm CDT this afternoon and it’s a poor
time to conduct business or to order a pizza.
A little kiss shows up at 8:54 pm when the
Moon sextiles sweet Venus. Cookie jar raids
are likely then. As times change.
H
Friday, September 9. Ouch! Caution
lights are up on Friday. The Moon squares
the Sun at 6:49 am CDT and then meets impatient Mars in the heavens at 10:11 am Friday
morning. And with Mercury Retrograde now
we can expect traffic problems and a rather
sharp, unpleasant tone to early calls and
meetings. The Saturn Neptune square also
slimes us with fear or unrealistic assumptions
today—don’t buy in to the negativity that is
around you. Good news? We’ve got some as
lucky Jupiter enters partnership sign Libra
early this morning. It’s a quiet event but does

turn our attention to relationships as Jupiter
travels through the sign ruled by sweet Venus
for the next 12 months. Styles will change as
Venus rules art and fashion statements. Libra
is refined; pastels and especially rose are the
colors favored by this sign. Who you know
may be the key to fufilling your dreams in
the months ahead—this is going to be a very
good time to network and to meet new faces.
Communication problems are more likely
Friday evening as the Moon squares Mercury
Rx at 7:26 pm. A trine to friendly Uranus follows at 7:51 pm but Luna turns Void of Course
thereafter. Be careful and cool Friday night as
the big square can make small problems get
way out of hand.
THE WEEKEND: The Moon is Void of
Course from last night until she enters Capricorn at 7:55 am CDT Saturday morning. The
Saturn Neptune square follows at 8:10 am.
The Moon squares Jupiter twelve minutes
later. Caution lights are up on Saturday—keep
it simple and double-check the details if you
are making purchases today. Errors and omissions are more likely with confusing Neptune
on stage—strange sleep and dreams are more
likely now, too. Another stress marker powers
up Saturday afternoon as Venus moves into a
square with demanding Pluto, exact at 2:45 am
early Sunday morning. Sexual violence, fraud,
bouts of jealousy and revenge—let’s stop
the list right there as this square amps up the
potential trouble from Saturn and Neptune. Be
safe, cool and very careful Saturday night.
It’s 9/11. The Venus Pluto square early
Sunday morning hangs out as we start the day.
The Moon meets this square in early afternoon
hours as Luna conjuncts Pluto at 12:36 pm and
then squares lazy Venus at 1:40 pm. The mood
lightens once we get past these markers, but
not by much. The kiss of the day shows up
Sunday night as the Sun and Moon form a
welcome trine at 9:36 pm. Luna will also trine
Mercury Rx just after midnight—that’s when
we are more likely to get the real story. As
times change.
HHH
Monday, September 12. Stick to routine.
The confusion level is high today as the Moon
is in the unfocused Void of Course cycle from
5 am CDT until she enters Aquarius at 4:29 pm
Monday afternoon. Plus, Mercury is still
Retrograde which increases the chances of
errors, misunderstandings, inaccurate assumptions and judgments. And in this VC window
of time impatient Mars makes a square to
Mercury Rx at 1:59 pm. Quack, quack is what
you hear from most folks in this situation,
so this is a lousy time to speak up or to state
your case. This is when people say things they
wish they hadn’t—a Mercury Rx specialty.
The best hours of the day show up once the
Moon enters Aquarius and makes a sterling
trine to optimistic Jupiter at 5:50 pm. The Sun
meets Mercury Rx in the heavens at 6:40 pm

making this a very good time to listen in and
to explain your story. Clear skies follow. As
times change.
H
Tuesday, September 13. Slow down.
The Moon is in friendly Aquarius today suggesting a good day to check in with friends
and groups whose cause we espouse. Luna
sextiles practical Saturn at 11:30 am CDT
and then sails out into quiet seas. The stress
in today’s Skywatch comes from a square
between the egotistical Sun and hot-tempered
Mars, exact at 3:39 pm Tuesday afternoon.
Fights on the playground, accidents involving
fire, metal and tools, machinery breakdowns,
hasty decisions that create more problems
than they solve—all more likely to show up
in the hours preceding this square. Use the
energy in the square by getting your hands
dirty in a new task or by getting focused on
fixing something—squares have energy, but
need to be directed and that’s not always easy
when you have a boss screaming at you as
will be the case with some today. Leos will
be tempted to roar and I’d think twice about
doing it. Evening hours are much better for
social discourse as Luna trines loving Venus
at 1:41 am early Wednesday morning. And
times change.
H
Wednesday, September 14. Tackle the
hard jobs first thing. The Skywatch is clear
and very good for work or play Wednesday
morning. The Moon sextiles eager Mars and
then friendly Uranus at 10:31 am CDT. But
Luna turns Void of Course a minute later
until she enters water sign Pisces at 9:23 pm
this evening. Stick to routine while the Moon
is V/C and hold off on finalizing matters as
you may change your mind or want to take
a different approach once Mercury turns
back direct in motion on Sept 21. Trust me,
it happens all the time. Chop wood, carry
water is a good way to spend V/C hours. An
old movie, ruled by Pisces, could catch your
interest tonight.
If your birthday is this week (Sept 11–17),
don’t be hasty or impatient with others and
your plans in the months ahead, Virgo.
You’ve got two squares to Mars in this chart
of your new year—one to your Sun and the
other to Retrograde Mercury. Squares give
you power but you’ve got to analyze the situation carefully before you take action or you
are liable to miss a good opportunity to find
love and a financial increase. That’s due to
sweet Venus in her home sign of Libra lining
up in a welcome sextile to Mars in this new
SR. Sextiles bring new opportunities. Venus
loves to be loved. Moreover, lucky Jupiter is
also in Libra in your new SR doubling your
chances of finding healthy and loving partnerships in work and play. Looking ahead:
powerful Pluto will begin to trine your Sun

two years from now which brings many folks
their finest hour. What you do this year can
make this splendid event up ahead even more
rewarding. As times change.
H
Thursday, September 15. Tackle the
hard jobs first thing. Caution lights come on
as the Moon runs into the unfocused Saturn
Neptune square Thursday afternoon. A mixup or some kind of confusion is likely as the
Moon in spacey Pisces meets Neptune, the
ruler of Pisces, at 2:46 pm CDT. Luna then
squares grumpy and cynical Saturn at 3:25 pm.
Emotions are likely to get in the way of logic
around these markers; Mercury Retrograde
now keeps the blender of ideas spinning. Plus,
a Full Moon will hang out in the heavens
tonight. One positive note: the Moon sextiles
healing Pluto at 10:35 pm. Clouds begin to roll
in thereafter as stress levels rise; play it safe
and cool Thursday evening. You’ll hear sirens
in the city tonight. As times change.
H
Friday, September 16. Take your time
with calls and chores today. The Moon in
dreamy Pisces opposes Retrograde Mercury
at 2:46 am CDT, and then squares hasty
Mars at 12:17 pm. Luna travels on to oppose
the Sun and a Full Moon is born at 2:05 pm
Friday afternoon. Emotions will be in the
foreground today and not necessarily the most
honest ones. The Moon turns Void of Course
a minute later until she enters fired up Aries,
ruled by Mars, at 11:22 pm Friday evening.
Meanwhile, Mars is lining up in a trine to
unpredictable Uranus, exact at 2:04 am early
Saturday morning. This is a lot of Mars energy
on the street Friday night as the trine generates power and initiative—but no direction.
Stick to routine today and don’t be surprised
if someone shoots out the lights tonight. Mars
rules guns and the cops.
THE WEEKEND: Improvement. The
Skywatch begins to clear up on Saturday. The
Mars Uranus trine early Saturday morning is
followed by the Moon opposing Jupiter at
2:06 am. The Skywatch clears a few minutes
later and green lights come on for work or
play. The kiss of the day appears at 4:54 pm
when the Moon trines/harmonizes with practical Saturn. A new alignment powers up in
the hours that follow as Venus moves into an
opposition to Uranus, exact at 3:06 am early
Sunday morning. All aspects, depending on
the strength of the planets, are strongest in
the hour or hours or days preceding exact.
So there’s an element of rebellion and an
inclination to “take a walk on the wild side”
in the Skywatch Saturday night. One hot
spot appears when the Moon squares inflexible Pluto at 11:38 pm. Not the best night
for introductions as who you meet may not
be who they seem, especially with Mercury
Retrograde.

The Skywatch is still a bit unsettled
Sunday morning as the smoke from a Venus
Uranus opposition hangs in the air. Don’t
be surprised if something unexpected pops
up today. As the Moon will conjunct/meet
Uranus in the heavens at 1:32 pm and then
oppose Venus at 2:30 pm. A high energy Moon
Mars trine follows at 3:10 pm but Luna then
turns Void of Course until midnight. Keep it
simple Sunday night with a V/C Moon and
Mercury Retrograde. Let times change.
HHH
Monday, September 19. A turning of the
tide. The most difficult days of the month are
now in our rear view mirror. Green lights are
up on Monday for work or play. The Moon
enters favorite sign Taurus early this morning
and sails out into calm seas. Agreeable Venus
sextiles Mars at 6:53 am CDT telling you to
tackle high priority needs first thing. Trust
your instincts as the Moon sextiles psychic
Neptune at 4:26 pm. Stay up and you’ll enjoy
the Moon making a trine to healing Pluto just
past midnight. Plus, Luna will trine Retrograde Mercury 30 minutes later. This is a
good night to say what’s on your mind. And
to listen carefully to what others are saying.
As times change.
H
Tuesday, September 20. Saddle up. The
Moon in sensual Taurus wanders out into a
quiet part of the heavens on Tuesday. So this
is a good day to deal with financial concerns,
buying and selling and eating anything that
makes you feel better, like chocolate. An
unusual event in the heavens takes place
today and this week. Retrograde Mercury
makes a trine to powerful Pluto at 8:41 pm
CDT Tuesday night. Pluto gets to the bottom
of the story and is an excellent researcher—
this energy is on the deck for you to use
over the next four days as Mercury stops his
Retrograde motion sitting right on this trine
and will make the exact hit again, this time
direct in motion this Friday. Words have
power is one way to interpret this trine. Let’s
all pay attention to the ideas, new thoughts
and what comes down in the world over the
next four days. It’s time to cut to the chase,
I think. Another kiss appears Tuesday night
as the Sun and Moon trine at 10:32 pm. As
times change.
H
Wednesday, September 21 . A turning point. Green lights. The Moon enters
talkative Gemini early this morning and
trines optimistic Jupiter at 5:08 am CDT
Wednesday morning. Clear skies follow until
Luna squares dreamy Neptune at 5:43 pm and
then opposes grumpy Saturn at 7:13 pm. The
space between these events helps minimize
their importance. The main event in the
Skywatch today is Mercury turning back to
direct motion at 12:31 am early Thursday

morning. That means Mercury is stationary
tonight and trine Pluto. Stay focused and
you’re bound to make some progress today
and tonight. Gemini and Virgo birth signs,
ruled by Mercury, especially.
If your birthday is this week (Sept 18–24),
the splendid Mercury Pluto trine is a crown
jewel in your new Solar Return, late Virgo
and early Libra birth signs. Mercury is in
Virgo and Pluto is in Capricorn = earth
signs that are realistic, practical and give
you the ability to solve problems and get to
the essence of a situation—X-Ray vision is
the idea. So this is a very good year to write
your book and to ask for what you want. A
simple idea here, but say it out loud. Say it
often. Pluto rules your will power. Words
said out loud direct your will to your desires.
Another excellent planetary combination in
this chart of your new year is Venus sextile
Mars. A sextile signals a year of opportunity.
Venus rules love and money. Mars rules new
events and has positive energy to help you
get what you want. Say it out loud, Virgo and
Libra. As times change.
H
Thursday, September 22. Better days
are ahead. Mercury turned back to direct
motion early this morning and will now
slowly move back into the exact trine to
Pluto over the next 24 hours. Moreover, the
Sun enters Libra at 9:22 am CDT and we
celebrate the Autumnal Equinox and a change
of seasons this morning. Green lights are up
on Thursday. It’s an excellent day to put new
ideas into motion and for priority appointments and meetings. The Moon in clever
Gemini sails out into calm seas Thursday
morning. She will sextile friendly Uranus at
4:11 pm suggesting a good time for an important request or call. Luna opposes impatient
Mars at 10:53 pm Thursday evening. Talk
out any problems that come up tonight as
Mercury again makes a quiet but valuable
trine to Pluto, exact at 3:36 am early Friday
morning. As times change.
H
Friday, September 23. A grumpy start.
The Moon enters home sign Cancer at 3:33 am
CDT early this morning and promptly runs
into a square to the Sun at 4:46 am, followed
by a square to Jupiter at 8:48 am. Green lights
come on a few minutes later for work or play
as the Skywatch clears completely for the rest
of the workday. Evening hours have a kiss:
Moon trine romantic and creative Neptune,
exact 9:06 pm. Notable: Venus enters intense
and often jealous Scorpio at 9:51 am this
morning and will travel through this powerful
sign until Oct 18.
THE WEEKEND: Easygoing. The
Moon in Cancer opposes Pluto and sextiles
Mercury at 6:15 am CDT Saturday morning.
Likely you’ll sleep through it. Clear skies

follow, green lights are up, and we have
an excellent day to putter around the house
and to take care of personal and family
concerns—ruled by Cancer. The only stress
marker in the heavens is minor: Moon square
unpredictable Uranus, exact at 8:42 pm. Could
be a surprise you like. Luna then turns Void
of Course until tomorrow morning.
The Moon enters proud Leo at 8:48 am
Sunday morning ending the V/C cycle that
started yesterday. Green lights are up on
Sunday. Luna squares Venus at 1:36 pm which
puts the lazy vibe in all of us. However, the
Moon sextiles the Sun at 2:33 pm and Jupiter
at 3:14 pm setting up a lovely afternoon for
social plans and introductions. Especially
since the Sun moves into the place in the
Zodiac where lucky Jupiter is sitting. This
conjunction/meeting happens once every
year and becomes exact in the heavens at
1:59 am early Monday morning. Jupiter
inspires a positive attitude in all of us and
sparks our desire to gamble and to explore
new ideas and worlds. The worst thing you
can do on Sunday is the same old thing.
Sunday is a wonderful day to explore and
adventure. As times change.
HHH
Monday, September 26. The coast is
clear. The Sun Jupiter conjunction in the
heavens early this morning could spark
some new ideas and give you an extra shot
of energy as you start your day. The Moon in
Leo trines practical Saturn at 5:34 am CDT
and then sails out into calm seas for the rest
of the day and night. Green lights are up and
this is a good day to talk to the boss or an
authority figure—or to be one your self. Leo
is also the sign we associate with children
and our creative gifts/talents—good places
to put some energy today and tonight. As
times change.
H
Tuesday, September 27 . Hold your
horses. The Moon trines Uranus at 3:52 am
CDT early Tuesday morning and then turns
Void of Course until she enters Virgo at
4:43 pm this afternoon. Stick to routine and
hold off on making important decisions and
purchases while the Moon is V/C. Green
lights come back on as the Moon changes
signs. The kiss of the day appears at 5:27 pm
when the Moon trines Mars and we all get
charged up for better or worse. Notable: Mars
enters his favorite sign, Capricorn, early

ALL TIMES GIVEN ARE
CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME
Mountain Time, subtract one hour
Pacific Time, subtract two hours
Eastern Time, add one hour

this morning. Amateur hour is over. He will
travel through this earth sign over the next
six weeks, leaving Capricorn at midnight on
the day of the election. Mars will thus be
exactly inconjunct Trump’s Ascendant of 29
Leo on election day—not a good sign but not
necessarily indicating a loss. Just a piece of
the puzzle astrologers are working on. As
times change.
H
Wednesday, September 28 . Partly
cloudy. The Moon in practical Virgo sextiles
Venus at 3:46 am CDT early this morning
and sails out into calm seas. Green lights
are up. Note that Luna opposes dreamy
Neptune at 11:47 am which could lead to a
small misunderstanding. Double-check the
details around this moment. Another cloud
shows up at 2:42 pm when the Moon squares
grumpy Saturn which can turn some folks
into cynics with a negative point of view. But
Moon aspects fade quickly and you’ll enjoy
the rest of the day and night as Luna speeds
away from the square into quiet waters until
she makes a lovely trine to healing Pluto at
9:24 pm. Here’s a good time to say what you
feel and think.
If your birthday is this week (Sept 25–Oct
1), you’ve got lucky Jupiter sitting next to your
Sun in your new Solar Return, Libra. Jupiter
urges you to travel, increase your education,
publish your book or work and to give yourself
a chance to win in whatever way possible. This
Jupiter connection only happens once every 12
years. The Sun is also a symbol of bosses and
men who will be on your side in the months
ahead if you do the work. The Mercury Pluto
trine in the heavens now also becomes part
of this SR, the chart of your new year. Take a
class, hit the bookstore, write a novel—Mercury’s ability to assimilate new information is
turbo charged by the trine. Your ruler, Libra,
is Venus. And in your new SR she is in the
sign of intense and passionate Scorpio; your
relationships are going to get better or worse
depending on how you handle matters when
feelings are hurt and jealousy becomes an
issue. As times change.
H
Thursday, September 29 . Stick to
routine. Caution lights are up as the Moon
meets Mercury in the heavens at 5:05 am CDT
and then turns Void of Course until tomorrow morning. Our intuition and judgment
are not sharp and focused when the Moon is
V/C. So this is a good day chop wood, carry
water—and to hold off on making important
purchases or decisions. We are in the Dark
of the Moon today, the lowest point in her
energy cycle. So get your rest tonight. A new
cycle begins tomorrow with positive energy
we all can use. As times change.

H

Friday, September 30. A day of Grace.

The Moon enters gentle Libra at 2:52 am CDT
early this morning and promptly runs into a
square to impatient Mars at 6:58 am. Quack!
But that’s the last of the bad news on Friday.
Green lights come on a few minutes later
as Luna quickly motors out into calm seas.
She will meet/conjunct lucky Jupiter in the
heavens at 11:54 am and travel on to meet the
Sun at 7:11 pm creating a New Moon. New
Moons bring times to plant seeds and to initiate new ideas. Lucky Jupiter is riding shotgun
with this New Moon suggesting a very good
day and two-week period up ahead to take
action and to find new partners in love and
biz—that’s a Libra specialty. Yes, yes, yes.
This is a stellar day and night for important
appointments, meetings, sales calls, beauty
treatments, cosmetic surgery and all social
plans—reach out. As times change.
LOOKING AHEAD TO OCTOBER:
You’ll meet Mars in October. He spends the
entire month in his favorite sign, Capricorn,
which he visits for six weeks once every two
years. Mars rules your muscles and he brings
high energy and the courage to blaze a new
trail or to start a major new event in your
life in October. When he aligns in harmony
with Neptune on Oct 11, we get a day of
Grace. Mars energy always shows up a day
or so ahead of the exact alignment with other
planets. His positive connections typically
make matters easier to deal with and usually
bring help in some form.
Mars is a bully, a tyrant and aggressive
as he squares Jupiter on Oct 5 and can be
violent and destructive as he squares Uranus
in Aries, the sign he rules, on Friday night,
Oct 28. Road rage and worse are likely on
both days and again on Oct 19 when Mars
meets powerful Pluto in the heavens. These
aspects appear in the Skywatch once every
year or two; you’ve seen them come and go.
Best still to note them in your calendar. This
is when shit happens.
A big surge of rebellious and explosive
energy lights up the Skywatch as the Full
Moon in Aires is conjunct eccentric Uranus
on Oct 15. Not a good day to travel or to
handle important matters. Computer problems
and communication breakdowns issue from

Mercury squaring Pluto at the same time. This
Full Moon creates a giant Cardinal T-Square
with seven of the ten planets (calling the Sun
and Moon planets for convenience) in signs
that want to take action but also form squares
to Mars and Pluto who don’t agree.
Positive changes in your life are just as
likely with Uranus on board this month. The
squares have the power to push you away
from your failures and towards the better
paths to follow. Look at your history and you
will find that some of the best decisions you
ever made happened during squares when
thee were challenges that made you look at
the truth. Mars gives you the energy to leave
losing ideas and people behind and to find
the guts to stay committed to the destiny you
desire. For some this is “wake-up time.”
All this Capricorn energy also pushes
you into making choices: What is priority
in your life? In your job, your relationships,
your spiritual quest, on and on. What really
matters and what are you wasting your time
on? Seven planets in Cardinal signs suggest
a very, very good month to take action and
to make changes that keep you on the path to
your destiny.
A sneaky Jupiter Neptune inconjunct
appears in the Skywatch on Oct 22–23 and
will be a factor for a few days. Something
confusing or deceptive issues from this pair.
Strange sleep and dreams, too. I’ll have
more details in the daily reports on this one.
Best if you don’t plan anything complicated,
dangerous or first time that weekend.
OCTOBER KISS DAYS: 3, 4, 10+,
11+, 30+. Add the 26th as the morning hours
are stellar but the Moon turns V/C at noon. A
New Moon aligned positively with spiritual
and creative Neptune headlines the 30th. This
is a stellar day for something artistic, musical,
charitable and visionary.
OCTOBER QUACK DAYS: 5+, 7+,
15+, 22, 23, 28+, 29. Stick to routine on the
+ days and you’ll likely skip the high drama
that develops from the sharp challenges in
the Skywatch then. Headaches are certain for
some folks who won’t slow down—accidents,
too. Be safe and don’t speed or push your luck
on these days.
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